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	All editors of encyclopedias are faced with the problem of what to include. Even if the title is agreed and the numbers of volumes and pages have been decided, the sum of possible entries could be very large. In the case of the Encyclopedia of 20th-Century Technology, the editor decided that in order to construct a logical and consistent set of entries it was necessary to adopt what could be described as an analytic framework. During the 20th century a plethora of manufactured articles have appeared for which the real costs have continuously fallen. The products in industrialized societies have become universal, and many of the good ones are within the reach of a large proportion of humanity. In keeping with this democratic trend of the century it was decided that people and their experiences with technology should be central to the encyclopedia. Readers are urged to read the entries in the light of the humanistic core.


	An examination of people and their lives led to six broad, related areas of society from which the four hundred entries that comprise these volumes could be derived. The type of analysis carried out is indicated in the diagrams on the next page. The first shows the six basic areas; the second diagram is an outline of the detailed application for the category FOOD. Five or six levels of analysis allowed the definition of headers that provided the individual entries. Of course, entries could be found in two or more basic areas or could be related to others: entries in refrigerating in the domestic situation as found in food preservation would lead to entries in the technology of refrigeration per se. Thus the contents were defined.
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And Dignity for All: Unlocking Greatness with Values-Based LeadershipPrentice Hall, 2003
And Dignity for All is about leading with values, leading by example, and - in so doing - unleashing the astonishing commitment and innovation that are buried within your organization right now. Discover how Jim Despain and his colleagues used values-based management to transform Caterpillar's Track-Type Tractors...
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Small Universal Cellular Automata in Hyperbolic Spaces: A Collection of JewelsSpringer, 2013

	Hyperbolic geometry is an essential part of theoretical astrophysics and cosmology. Besides specialists of these domains, many specialists of new domains start to show a growing interest

	both to hyperbolic geometry and to cellular automata. This is especially the case in biology and computer science.


	This book gives the...
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RIBA Book of British Housing, Second Edition: 1900 to the present dayArchitectural Press, 2008
RIBA Book of British Housing Design looks at the design solutions developed during the 20th and the 21st centuries, and illustrates over 200 of the most successful projects. It provides an overview of the evolution of housing development, and includes present day schemes and estate regeneration as well as special sections on housing in Scotland and...
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Python For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Python is one of the most powerful, easy-to-read programming languages around, but it does have its limitations. This general purpose, high-level language that can be extended and embedded is a smart option for many programming problems, but a poor solution to others.


	Python For Dummies is the quick-and-easy guide to getting...
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Hip: The History (P.S.)Harper Perennial, 2005
Hip: The History is the story of how American pop culture has evolved throughout the twentieth century to its current position as world cultural touchstone. How did hip become such an obsession? From sex and music to fashion and commerce, John Leland tracks the arc of ideas as they move from subterranean Bohemia to Madison Avenue and...
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Hand Surgery. 2 Volume SetLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003
The  bones of the hand and wrist, which are linked by synovial joints, provide a  mobile yet stable framework that is crucial for strenuous work and fine  manipulative activity. A built-in mechanism of...
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